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A choice that works 
A sensible option to flawed initiative 

A
s the letters o. n today's page charter schools would have to be 
indicate, the issue of paren- nonsectarian, woulc:l have to show a 

· tal choice in the selection of plan to achieve racial and ethnic 
. their children's schools is balance reflective of the general 
the hottest educational topic in Cal- population in the district, could not 
if ornia today. charge tuition and could not dis-

. , It is a healthy development. What criminate against disabled students. 
· is unfortunate, however, is that a Response to Sen. Hart's bill has 

ham-handed initiative that is utterly been strong. Inquiries regarding 
unworkable has come to define the the proposal have already far ex
debate. ceeded the 100 charter schools that 

In fact, there is a far better would initially be allowed. 
vehicle that can serve as both a There is some opposition to Sen. 
talking point and a launching pad Hart's proposal . from entrenched 
for educational choice in California. educational interests, because they 
It is SB 1448, the Charter Schools fear this pilot program could be ex
b~µ proposed by Sen=:-Gary Hart of- panded into widespread, radical 
~anta Barbara. It would skillfully -- change in the way schools operate. 
deliver much of what the initiative That, or course, is the hope of 
clumsily proposes: innovative public many supporters. 
schools that are freed from existing Perhaps the most encouraging 
bureaucratic weight, empowerment aspect of the charter school idea is 
of teachers and on-site administra- that it would allow an enthusiastic 
tors, and the establishment of teaching corps to literally create 
schools that are open to all stu- new schools - taking over admin
dents regardless of where they live. istrative responsibility for an in-

Charter schools could be created dividual school and designing in
from within existing public school novative programs. It would also be 
districts - allowing, in essence, in- a first step toward true competition, 
dividual campuses to secede from as schools in various districts 
the school district and become au- would offer different educational 
tonomous units. Unlike schools that choices available to all. 
would receive tax dollars under the A large number of parents, teach
proposed initiative, however, char- ers and others interested in educa
ter schools would be held directly tion have responded to the Parental 
accountable for their tax money. Choice Initiative by saying they like 
They would have to be staffed by the idea of choice but oppose the 
credentialed teachers, they would initiative because of some of its 
have to define their educational ob- frightening specifics. The charter 
jectives and show that pupils are school bill gives these people a sen
meeting those objectives. sible, workable alternative to rally 

Additional differences are that around. 


